Scaling its way to the Top

This Enterprise 50 winner has fast-tracked its way to becoming a multi-industry company with an empowered, motivated workforce, digitalisation and sustainable strategies.
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With a capable team, Top CEO Victor Tan (front row, first from left) is ready to take the company to the next level.
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Through green conservative methods, it has rehabilitation and biodiversity projects.

In 2019, the main reason for the mining operation, the company has planted 270,000 trees over 2.5 hectares.

The report will incorporate initiatives the company has undertaken to avoid risks in countries in which it operates.

Even though walking the line between business and social responsibility can be challenging, the company has made great strides along the way.

In 2019, Top was chosen as one of 10 companies to participate in the Government-funded Scale-Up SC.

Now in its second run, the programme aims to grow home grown companies with high growth potential into global champions.

Top is currently working with McKinsey & Company as its anchor partner to construct and execute a strategic roadmap to grow its core businesses.

While climate change is a global concern, these are challenging times for the global economy.

With its capable team and stable financial resources, Top is in a strong position to overcome these difficulties and succeed in achieving its goal of becoming a multi-industry business on the global stage.
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